We show that the HOMFLY polynomials for torus knots T [m, n] in all fundamental representations are equal to the HallLittlewood polynomials in representation which depends on m, and with quantum parameter, which depends on n. This makes the long-anticipated interpretation of Wilson averages in 3d Chern-Simons theory as characters precise, at least for the torus knots, and calls for further studies in this direction. This fact is deeply related to Hall-Littlewood-MacDonald duality of character expansion of superpolynomials found in [19] . In fact, the relation continues to hold for extended polynomials, but the symmetry between m and n is broken, then m is the number of strands in the braid. Besides the HOMFLY case with q = t, the torus superpolynomials are reduced to the single Hall-Littlewood characters in the two other distinguished cases: q = 0 and t = 0.
Introduction
3d Chern-Simons theory (CST) [1] is characterized by the next level of complexity as compared with the 2d conformal field theory (CFT) [2] . After a breakthrough in CFT induced by the recent study of AGT relations [3] , the time is coming for similar studies in CST. Like CFT [4] , CST is essentially a Gaussian (free field) theory, which is obvious in special gauges, A 0 = 0 [5] orĀ = 0 [6] . Moreover, at the level of unknots, CST basically reduces to CFT [1] . A non-trivial addition to CFT at the level of CST is a new set of observables: Wilson averages along arbitrary (linked) contours in 3d space (knots and links [7] ), with a non-trivial projection to 2d space, called HOMFLY polynomials [8] :
where the CST average at the r.h.s. is defined with the help of the CST action Remarkably, H(t|A) is essentially (with a proper normalization) a polynomial both in t and A, and the rank of the gauge group enters the answer only through A (this property is obvious from the alternative description of H(t|A) through the skein relations [9] ). As a topological theory partition function, the CST functional integral basically reduces to the 0d (matrix) model [10] N i=1 da i exp κηa 2 i 4πi i<j sinh 2 a i − a j 2 = 1 with η = 1, which makes it even closer to CFT similarly reduced from 2d field theory to "conformal" [11] or Dotsenko-Fateev [12] 
where the coefficients C Q R are determined from the decomposition χ R (e ma ) = Q⊢m|R| C Q R χ Q (e a ) (describing Adams' operation [13] ), and Y η is the Young diagram with the line lengths
sinh(ai−aj )/2 , being continued to non-integer η = m/n. This puts CST into the standard context of the modern matrix model theory, where the most important observables are averages of characters [14] . In matrix models of the fundamental nature these averages are expected to be of the type of Selberg integrals, i.e. are themselves the characters. This is one of the intuitive lines, which lead one to a hypothesis that the HOMFLY polynomials, as well as their β-deformations [15] , the superpolynomials [16] - [19] , should be interpreted as characters.
Of course, the Wilson P -exponent is a kind of character from the very beginning, but that of an infinite dimensional loop group. In fact, here we face the well-known phenomenon that the correlators in quantum integrable systems are associated with a classical integrable system (typically, their generation function is a τ -function of an integrable system) [20] . The concept < character > = character is just of this type. Unfortunately, we are still far from its understanding, thus, reduction to the matrix model level, where something is already known, makes the hypothesis much better established and concrete.
A direct application of this idea to (3) implies the use of a Selberg-like formula << χ Yη χ Q >> η=m/n ∼ t n m (νQ−ν Q ′ ) χ * Q , where χ * Q is the value of character at the special point e ai = t i−1 . This results into the Wrepresentation [21] of extended HOMFLY polynomials [13, 17] :
where t and n appear only in the first factor, i.e. in the combination t n , ν Q = i (i − 1)q i for Q = {q 1 ≥ q 2 ≥ . . . ≥ 0}, and the Adams operation acts on the time-variables:
This is a very useful formula, but it is, once again, a character decomposition, not a character interpretation of the HOMFLY polynomials. In what follows it will be convenient to use a different normalization of HOMFLY polynomials (and superpolynomials), such that the "highest" character χ mR enters the character expansion (4) with the unit coefficient. We denote such "renormalized" polynomials byH (andP ).
HOMFLY case
In this letter we convert the above hypothesis into a precise statement, which is much stronger than (4): at least, for torus links T [m, n] and, at least, for the fundamental representations
or H m,n
Here L Q {t|p} are the Hall-Littlewood polynomials, i.e. the polynomials produced from the MacDonald polynomials M Q {q, t|p} at q = 0.
1 Relation (6), like (4), is actually true at the level of extended HOMFLY 1 Likewise the Schur polynomials χ Q {p} arise from M Q {q, t|p} when q = t, the elementary symmetric polynomials m Q {p} when q = 1 (in both cases the dependence of t disappears), the Jack polynomials J Q {β|p} are produced when t = q β and q, t → 1. Note that while the superpolynomials in (28) below reduce to the HOMFLY ones in (4) at q = t, the same HOMFLY polynomials are expressed by (6) through the Hall-Littlewood ones associated with q = 0.
polynomials [17, 18] , which depend on the m-strand braid representation of the link/knot and on infinitely many time variables {p k } instead of a single one A. The topologically invariant HOMFLY polynomials themselves emerge at the one-dimensional locus
Actually this theorem (6) is intimately related to the study of character expansions of HOMFLY and superpolynomials in [17] and [18] respectively, and to the Hall-Littlewood -MacDonald duality of these expansions discovered recently in [19] . From this perspective, a somewhat better formulation of (6) with s = 1 is in terms of the generating function (which is in the number m of strands!)
After that one can apply the Cauchy expansion formula
with
in different ways, by making different choices forp k . For instance: (8) and (9) imply (6), since
is the number of lines in the Young diagram Q. Of course, the inverse claim is also true: (6) and (9) imply (8) . (8) and (9) imply instead
where the expansion coefficients are themselves essentially the values of characters L Q at a special point:
This reproduces the h Q coefficients obtained in [19] and further generalized (β-deformed) there to the case of superpolynomials. Note that unlike (6), the quantum parameter in the Hall-Littlewood polynomials in (11) is t, not t n . In (12) the time argument of the Hall-Littlewood polynomial is actually the sum of n terms:
As usual with characters, this means that L Q with this argument is non-vanishing only when the number of lines in the Young diagram is no more than n: l(Q) ≤ n, which is obvious at the r.h.s. of (12) and very important for the superpolynomial generalizations in [19] , where this selection rule remains preserved after the β-deformation.
• One can also use a more familiar version of the Cauchy formula,
to expand (6) into the Schur characters χ Q , but the formulas emerging in this way are bilinear in χ{p} (and also bilinear in χ{p} with certain choices ofp k ) and do not seem very interesting.
• The fact that the quantum parameter in (6) is t n is in clear accordance with (4) . However, any direct relation between (4) or its underlying matrix model integrals and (6) remains obscure.
2 It can be useful to keep in mind a more general formula for the Hall-Littlewood polynomials after the Miwa transform 
Thus for R = [1 m ] the Hall-Littlewood basis provides only a character decomposition, not interpretation.
The counterparts of the two versions of eq. (14) for other non-fundamental representations remains to be found. The second line is straightforwardly obtained from the Hall-Littlewood expansion (like (11)) of (4), taken at n = 1, by simply changing t for t n . The first line, providing a more concise expression is not so straightforward and it is obscure, whether it has any generalization at all.
Actually, the structure is simple at n = 0, when the t-dependence disappears, and H m,0
[R] {p} = Ad m χ R {p}: 
However, this nice triangular structure, while preserved for all n in the first line of (14), gets destroyed in the second line, and for other R > [2] : the coefficient matrices η RQ (t) in
are not triangular and even square matrices for t = 1. For R = 2 one has instead:
Note that in (18) the argument of η is t n , not just t. For the three-box diagrams the non-vanishing η RQ 's are:
and
In the last case one can make a step towards the first line of (14): by switching from L 3m {t n |p} to L 3m {t 3n |p} one obtains a significant simplification:
In fact, for any s, in addition to the fundamental representation R = [1 s ], there is always one more combination of HOMFLY polynomials with different R of the same size |R| = s, which is a character. To see this, let us introduce the operatorĤ
where Ev k = e kŴ0 . According to (4) the HOMFLY polynomial
In particular, (6) states thatĤ
It follows that when the same operator is applied to a single time variable p k , one gets: (25) At the same time p k is a linear combination of Schur functions of the weight k,
and, together with (23), this implies that a certain linear combination of HOMFLY polynomials is indeed a character L mk {t nk |p}. In particular, for 3-box diagrams one has H [3] −H [2, 1] +H [1, 1, 1] (27) what can be used to explain the simplification in (21) .
4 Superpolynomials at q = 0 and t = 0
For generic q = t the extended torus superpolynomials also possess character decompositions: in MacDonald [17] and Hall-Littlewood [19] polynomials:
with n = mk + r. The coefficients c Q and h Q are rather sophisticated and known in full generality only for r = 1, 2, 3, 4, see [17] and [19] for various examples. However, this character decomposition drastically simplifies and reduces to a single Hall-Littlewood character not only in the HOMFLY case of q = t in (6), but also in two other cases, q = 0 and t = 0:
Formula (29) is a trivial corollary of the fact that in (11) h Q ∼ q νQ [19] . Since ν Q ≥ 0, only a single term with ν Q = 0, i.e. with Q = [m] survives in the sum (28) for q = 0. Notably, since h Q = 1 for l(Q) = 1, this argument implies that the r.h.s. of eq. (29) is completely independent of n.
In (30)
where M = ⌊m/n⌋, and σ = m mod n, so that (
Eq.(30) is related to (29) via the symmetry
This symmetry, together with the corresponding property of the MacDonald expansion coefficients of the superpolynomials
implies eq.(32).
(it is generalization of the symmetry (q, t, A) ←→ (t −1 , q −1 , A −1 ) at the topological locus (7), introduced in [17] ). The fact that the diagram Y m,r with r lines appears in (30) instead of [1 m ] is related to the restriction l(Q) ≤ r in (11) .
A simple example with (m, n) = (3, 2) illustrates, how (30) works:
[1] {t, q|p} [17] = M [3] {t, q|p} + q
Clearly, for q = 0 we getP
in accordance with (29), and for q = t P 3,2
in accordance with (6) . For t = 0 we reproduce (30) with Y 3,2 = [2, 1], but calculation is a little more involved:
In the HOMFLY case all the knots [m, n] with the given m are obtained from [m, r] by a simple evolution rule t −→ t n/r . In the above examplē
in particular,P 3,1 [1] {t, t|p} = L [3] {t|p} (and coincides withP 3,2
[1] {q = 0, t|p}). However, for q = t the evolution is not so simple: one should decompose P m,r [1] as a function of {p} into a combination of MacDonald polynomials, then the coefficient in front of M Q {p} is multiplied by t νQ q −ν Q ′ n m . Since M Q themselves depend on t and q, this evolution is not reduced to any change of q and t parameters, like it was in the HOMFLY case. Still (29) and (30) hold for the entire series of torus knots introduced in [17] , with all n = mk + r. 5 An even simpler example is (m, n) = (2, n):
{q, t|p} [17] = M [2] 
The three particular cases of interest for us are:
in accordance with eqs. (29) and (6) respectively, and . Up to some powers of q the normalization factors are ||L [2] (q −1 )|| −2 = 1 − q −1 = −q −1 (1 − q) and
Conclusion
Character decompositions, like (4), (11) or (6) , are much better than any other approach to knot/braid polynomials, because they provide an extension to all time-variables from the "topological" locus (7) .
In [19] we demonstrated that these character expansions (for the HOMFLY or superpolynomials, for ordinary or extended ones) can be significantly simplified in the special bases. Namely, we considered decompositions into the Hall-Littlewood characters. In this letter we further elaborated on this subject on the solid ground of the HOMFLY polynomials.
Our main conclusions are:
• The Hall-Littlewood polynomials indeed provide an adequate expansion basis.
• However, even more natural than decomposition (11) , which was considered in [19] , is an alternative one (6) , where the quantum parameter t n of the Hall-Littlewood polynomial depends on n (i.e. on the knot). For the torus knots this provides an explicit separation of m and n variables (the symmetry between m and n is restored only at the topological locus (7).
• The colored HOMFLY polynomials (for the torus links/knots) are just the Hall-Littlewood characters only for the fundamental representations R = [1 s ]. For other representations one still has only decompositions.
• Superpolynomials with R = [1] reduce to a single Hall-Littlewood polynomial not only in the HOMFLY case q = t, but also in the two other special cases q = 0 and t = 0.
Of course, by themselves these Hall-Littlewood decompositions of torus HOMFLY polynomials are not so much better than the naive character decomposition (4). However, there can be a considerable difference when one moves in any of the two directions: from the HOMFLY to superpolynomials, and from torus to generic knots. For this purpose the knowledge of the relevant structures is extremely important, and it looks like that this hidden representation theory structure is much better captured by the Hall-Littlewood decompositions than by the naive Schur and MacDonald ones.
Like in [19] , in this letter, we only report facts and briefly discuss their immediate implications. Motivations and proofs will be given elsewhere.
